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COVER: Having an extra pair of robotic eyes in the sky can assist in a range of emergency 
situations, such as forest fire monitoring. (Photo: Kongsberg Geospatial) ABOVE: An  
Aerosonde MK 4.7 takes off from a catapult launch. (Photo: USN)
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UAVs
This section includes UAVs that are currently under development or in production 
worldwide.

Entries are arranged nationally, then alphabetically by manufacturer and system name. 
The specifications are supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained by 
contacting these companies directly. 

If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at  
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus  
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: A short-range sUAS is prepared for testing in August 2018 in Honolulu, Hawaii, prior to Hurricane Lane’s anticipated landfall. 
(Photodrac US Coast Guard)

SPECIFICATIONS
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UAVsSPECIFICATIONS

UAV powered by an electrical engine able to operate in 
various weather conditions, although flight in icy conditions 
is not approved. Features include target tracking, electronic 
stabilisation, scene steering, real-time mosaicing, path  
track software and video on map. It is fitted with a Kestrel 
autopilot, Onpoint vision system and Perceptor gimbal from 
Lockheed Martin. The dual sensor gimbal has EO and IR 
imagers with a laser pointer. Wingspan: 2.20m Cruise  
speed: 25kt MTOW: 6.5kg Powerplant: brushless electrical 
90-1,000W Launcher: catapult, hand launch or runway 
Payload weight: 2kg Endurance: 3-4h Range – mission 
radius: 433MHz 3km; 900MHz 100km; 3G/4G/Lte limited  
by coverage Ceiling: 5,000ft MSL

Belgium ► Aircraft Traders Belgium ► GuardianEye

VTOL UAV for tactical reconnaissance and surveillance. Rotor 
diameter: 3.1m Height: 1.13m Payload: gyro-stabilised EO 
system with IR camera Cruise speed: 37kt Powerplant: 4-cycle, 
2-cylinder, water-cooled with dry sump MTOW: 125kg GCS: 
trailer-mounted Launcher: VTOL Endurance: up to 5h 
Recovery: VTOL Status: available

Belarus ► Indela ► I N Sky

Indela-9 is designed to fulfil tasks such as the monitoring of 
territories, structures and power lines, aerial mapping and fire 
prevention. The UAV uses a gyro-stabilised EO system with an IR 
camera and integrated laser rangefinder. Flight tasks can be 
performed autonomously or through radio-adjusted 
instructions. Applications: surveillance, mapping and similar 
tasks Length: 3.34m Payload: gyro-stabilised EO with IR camera 
and LRF Wingspan: 9.1m Max speed: 75kt Cruise speed: 48kt 
MTOW: 55kg Powerplant: electric as standard, 2-cylinder, 
2-cycle engine as option Recovery: glide landing, emergency 
parachute with optional engine Launcher: hand or catapult 
Range – mission radius: 90km (360km with optional engine) 
Endurance: 1.5h (6h with optional engine) Status: available

Belarus ► Indela ► Indela-9
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UAVs SPECIFICATIONS

Discovery is a single-rotor unmanned helicopter and is the 
largest platform in Flying-Cam’s portfolio between the ranges of 
25-100kg. Discovery has been designed with a larger payload 
capability and complete a mission up to the range of 100km. 
Payload: 30kg Cruise speed: 48.6kt Range: 100km Ceiling: 
9,843ft Endurance: 2h 

Belgium ► Flying-Cam ► Discovery
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UAVsSPECIFICATIONS

Libélula is a quadrotor developed to meet Brazilian Army 
specifications for a UAV to provide tactical reconnaissance at 
platoon level. A civilian version of the Libélula UAV is also 
available. Applications: tactical reconnaissance Rotor diameter: 
0.9m Payload: digital camera Max speed: 77.8kt MTOW: 1.5kg 
Launcher: VTOL Recovery: VTOL Structure material: 
aeronautical aluminium and carbon fibre Payload weight: 
0.2kg Endurance: 20min Range – mission radius: 8km Status: 
entered Brazilian service in 2015

Brazil ► Santos Labs ► Libélula

Carcará II is a quadrotor developed to meet Brazilian Army 
specifications for a UAV to provide tactical reconnaissance at 
platoon level. A civilian version of the Carcará II UAV is also 
available. Applications: tactical reconnaissance Length: 1m 
Wingspan: 2m Payload: 4x digital zoom and 10x optical zoom 
for day use Max speed: 40kt Cruise speed: 25-40kt MTOW: 4kg 
Endurance: 2h GCS: developed by Santos Recovery: deep stall 
Payload weight: 1kg Launcher: hand or catapult Range – mis-
sion radius: 15km Structure material: EPP foam Status: 
entered Brazilian service in 2009

Brazil ► Santos Labs ► Carcará II

Carcará I is a quadrotor developed to meet Brazilian Army 
specifications for a UAV to provide tactical reconnaissance at 
platoon level. A civilian version of the Carcará I UAV is also 
available. Applications: tactical reconnaissance Length: 0.68m 
Empty weight: 1.4kg Payload: camera with 5x digital zoom 
Wingspan: 1.6m Max speed: 40kt Cruise speed: 25kt MTOW: 
1.8kg Recovery: deep stall Range – mission radius: 15km 
Launcher: hand Structure material: EPP foam Endurance: 1h 
Status: in Brazilian service since 2006

Brazil ► Santos Labs ► Carcará I
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UAV ENGINES
The following section provides data on a selection of engines produced for UAVs. 
Entries are arranged nationally, then alphabetically by manufacturer and engine name.
The specifications are those supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained by 
contacting these companies directly.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at  
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus  
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: Wankel engines, such as AIE’s 80S, are popular among UAV operators. (Photo: AIE)

EQUIPMENT
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heavy fuel and can be cooled by water cooling of the 
housing and oil cooling of the rotor (active cooling). 
Sky Power introduced the SP-480 SRE engine for the 
first time at the Xponential trade show in May 2018. 
Power: 52kW Weight: 14kg Platforms: UAVs

UAV ENGINES 
AR682
The compact AR682 engine has been developed 
to power UAVs which have limitations on propeller 
diameter and therefore cannot use a reduction drive. 
Power: 75bhp nominal at 6,000rpm Weight: 51kg 
Features: low cross-sectional area; economic fuel 
consumption; low levels of vibration Displacement: 
294cc per rotor Fuel type: regular grade (min 92 

SKY POWER 
SP-55 TS
The SP-55 TS is a one-cylinder gas engine, available with 
Carburettor or fuel injection. The SP-55 TS engine is also 
available with a rear output shaft and also as a heavy 
fuel version. The engine has a 4.5cm bore and a 3.5cm 
stroke. Sky Power introduced the SP-55 TS engine at the 
Xponential trade show in May 2018. Power: 3.1kW Weight: 
1.8kg Platforms: UAVs

SP-110 FI TS
The SP-110 FI TS is a two-cylinder gas-engine that is 
available with a carburettor or fuel injection. The SP-110 
FI TS is also available as a heavy fuel version. The engine 
has a 4.5cm bore and a 3.48cm stroke. Power: 5.15kW 
Weight: 4.7kg Platforms: UAVs 

SP-180 SRE
The SP-180 SRE is a four-stroke hybrid Wankel Rotary 
UAS Engine with a compact design. The SP-180 SRE 
is lightweight and has a compact design, able to 
accommodate a higher payload in field operations. The 
engine can be powered by gas or heavy fuel and can be 
cooled by water cooling of the housing and oil cooling 
of the rotor (active cooling). Power: 20kW Weight: 6.8kg 
Platforms: UAVs

SP-210 HF FI TS
The SP-210 FI TS is a two-cylinder heavy fuel-engine, 
available with a carburettor or fuel injection. The SP-210 
FI TS engine is also available in a gas version. The engine 
has a 5.49cm bore and a 4.5cm stroke. Sky Power 
introduced the SP-210 FI TS engine at the Xponential 
trade show in May 2018. Power: 11kW Weight: 7.4kg 
Platforms: UAVs

SP-480 SRE
The SP-480 SRE is a lightweight four-stroke hybrid 
rotary engine with a compact design. The SP-480 can 
accommodate a higher payload in field operations and 
has hybrid-boost power. It can be powered by gas or 

The SP-110 FI TS is a two-cylinder gas-engine that is available with a 
carburettor or fuel injection. (Photo: Sky Power)
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surveillance-type UAVs. Power: 38bhp at 7,800rpm 
Weight: 10.7kg without generator Features: high 
power-to-weight ratio; economical fuel consumption; 
low cross-sectional area; low levels of vibration; long life 
Displacement: 208cc Configuration: single-rotor Wankel-
type spark ignition engine Ignition system: electronic 
contactless magneto; RFI suppressed HT system

AR801
The AR801 is an optimised, lightweight, single-
rotor, liquid-cooled engine designed and developed 
for UAVs requiring 35-60bhp, with direct drive 
to the propeller or vehicle gearbox. It has the 
facility to mount alternators between 0.9 and 2kW. 
Power: 40bhp at 6,000rpm, alternatively 51bhp at 
8,000rpm (carburettor) or 60bhp at 8,000rpm (EFI) 
Weight: 24.4kg with cooling system and generator 
Configuration: Wankel-type single-rotor engine Ignition 
system: high power-to-weight ratio; economical fuel 
consumption; low levels of vibration; low cross-
sectional area; long life Features: electronic CD type 
with magnetic triggering, 12 or 28V option, fully 
duplicated system firing spark plugs Displacement: 
294cc Fuel type: regular grade (min 92 RON) MOGAS 
(leaded or unleaded) or AVGAS 100LL

AR801R
The AR801R is a lightweight, single-rotor, liquid-cooled 
engine with integrated reduction drive designed and 
developed specifically for UAVs requiring 35-55bhp. 
Power: 40bhp at 6,000rpm, alternatively 51bhp at 
8,000rpm Weight: 29.5kg with cooling system and 
generator Features: electronic CD type with magnetic 
triggering; 12 or 28V option; fully duplicated system 
firing spark plugs Displacement: 294cc Fuel type: regular 
grade (min 92 RON) MOGAS (leaded or unleaded) or 
AVGAS 100LL Configuration: Wankel-type single-rotor 
engine Ignition system: high power-to-weight ratio; 
reduction drive giving high propeller efficiency; low levels 
of vibration; economical fuel consumption

UAV FACTORY 
UAV28-EFI
The UAV28-EFI is a turnkey fuel-injected engine system 
developed for small UAVs with up to 25kg MTOW. The 
engine is particularly suitable for long-endurance UAVs 
with fuel consumption at 400g/kWh in cruise and low 
acoustic signature. An extra 20 minutes engine swap 
time allows maximising UAV flight time. The life of 
the engine is >500h, and the engine comes calibrated 
and flight ready. Power: 2.1kW Weight: 1.5kg Speed at 
cruise: 1,600-8,500rpm Displacement: 28cc Fuel type: 
automotive 95+ octane

RON) MOGAS (leaded or unleaded) or AVGAS 100LL 
Configuration: twin-rotor Wankel-type spark ignition 
engine Ignition system: fully duplicated 28V CD system 
with magnetic triggering firing twin plugs

AR682R
The AR682R has been developed to power UAVs which 
require up to 120bhp. It is based on the proven AR642 
core that was designed to meet UK CAA/European 
JAR-E/US FAA FAR-33 certifications for manned flight. 
Power: 90bhp at 7,000rpm, alternatively 120bhp at 
8,000rpm with EFI Weight: 51kg Features: high power-
to-weight ratio; small frontal area; economical fuel 
consumption; low levels of vibration; integral lightweight 
belt-type reduction drive to propeller Displacement: 
294cc per rotor Fuel type: regular grade (min 92 
RON) Mogas (leaded or unleaded) or AVGAS 100LL 
Configuration: twin-rotor Wankel-type engine Ignition 
system: fully duplicated 28V CD system with magnetic 
triggering firing twin plugs 

AR731
According to UAV Engines, the AR731 has the highest 
power-to-weight ratio of any rotary engine in the world. 
It was specifically designed for use in small target 
drones and short-life UAVs. TBO is 10-50h depending 
on duty cycle. Power: 38bhp at 7,800rpm Weight: 9.9kg 
Features: electronic contactless magneto Displacement: 
208cc Fuel type: MOGAS regular grade or AVGAS 
(100LL) Configuration: single-rotor Wankel-type spark 
ignition engine Ignition system: high power-to-weight 
ratio; small frontal area concentric to propeller axis; 
low specific fuel consumption allowing greater range 
or payload; low levels of vibration; tractor and pusher 
versions available

AR741
The AR741 was developed from the mature AR731 
target drone engine to meet the needs of small 

The UAV28-EFI is a turnkey fuel-injected engine system.  
(Photo: UAV Factory)
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UAV LAUNCHERS
This section includes a selection of UAV launchers. Entries are arranged alphabetically by 
manufacturer and product name.

The specifications are supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained  
by contacting these companies directly. 

If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at  
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus  
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: The Kontio provides a wide speed and weight envelope for operation with various UAVs, while adjustable launching pressure 
allows variable take-off speeds. (Photo: Robonic)

SPECIFICATIONS
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UAV LAUNCHERSSPECIFICATIONS

The Lightweight Catapult is the smallest launcher in the QinetiQ Target 
Systems range. It is powered by elastic power bands. The unit, which may be 
folded for transport, has the ability to launch air vehicles of up to 20kg MTOW 
at speeds of over 39kt. The unit, which is free-standing, may optionally be 
fitted with a remote-controlled electric starter. Launch type/mechanism: 
rubber band Launch speed: 39kt

QinetiQ Target Systems ► Lightweight Catapult

The Hercules UAV launcher can launch a 250kg UAV at a speed of 55m/s, 
using a low-pressure pneumatic system accelerating along the 16-metre 
folding launch rail. The Hercules launcher shuttle accepts a range of custom 
adapters for different UAVs. A differential hydraulic drive system aids 
manoeuvring at the launch site and independently-controlled hydraulic 
support legs provide a kneeling facility to allow a degree of levelling. The 
launcher is operated by one person from a remote control panel mounted on 
a UK Individual Vehicle-Approved single-axle trailer with pneumatic 
suspension, brakes and a NATO tow hitch. Length: 11.06m in towing 
configuration, 16.28m with rail extended Width: 2.26m Height: 2.9m in 
launch configuration, 2.65m in towing configuration Weight: 6,000kg Crew: 
min 1 for launch Launch speed: 107kt Launch controls: remote Launch type/
mechanism: pneumatic

QinetiQ Target Systems ► Hercules

The Superwedge High Pressure (HP) launcher, the successor to the 
Superwedge, provides more launch energy to achieve higher launch speeds 
and/or to handle heavier UAVs. It is built on the same chassis as the earlier 
Superwedge, and provides the same mobility, stability, footprint, ruggedness 
and mode of operation. Length: 4.9m deployed, 3.7m packed Width: 0.9m 
deployed/packed Height: 3.7m deployed, 1.8m packed Launch speed: 62kt

Hood Technology Mechanical ► Superwedge HP

The Elimco UAV Foldable Catapult is designed to launch small UAVs. The 
launcher is packed in a rigid case for transport. Status: in production Length: 
4m, 2.2m when folded Weight: 35kg Launch type/mechanism: rubber band 
Launch speed: 33kt for 20kg UAV

Elimco ► UAV Foldable Catapult
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UAV LAUNCHERS SPECIFICATIONS

The Kontio high-pressure pneumatic launcher is a member of Robonic’s 
third-generation launcher family, designed as a universal solution to support 
tactical UAVs and target drones of up to 500kg in temperatures of -30 to +45°C. 
It provides a wide speed and weight envelope for operation with various UAVs, 
and adjustable launching pressure allows variable take-off speeds. The closed 
pneumatic system allows system pressures to recover quickly, reducing the gap 
between launches. A launch lock system extends the UAV’s lifespan by 
reducing stresses on its components. The Kontio is trailer-mounted for transport 
and storage and can be packed into a standard 20ft ISO container. In October 
2017, Robonic was contracted to deliver the Kontio to the Swedish FMV for use 
at its Vidsel test range. Length: 16.7m deployed Width: 2.27m Power: 1.5mW 
Weight: 5,000kg Crew: min 1 for launch Launch type/mechanism: pneumatic 
Setup time: <15min Launch speed: 39-136kt depending on UAV

Robonic ► Kontio (MC2555LLR)

The Mk IV KEC catapult launcher has been in production for almost 30 years, 
during which time more than 100 have entered service. It is generally used to 
launch air vehicles up to 100kg in weight at speeds of more than 58kt. It is a 
three-piece, foldable rail made from tubular steel mounted on top of a 
two-wheeled trailer for transportability. Powered by up to 20 elastic power 
bands each of 3,600N, the launcher can operate in temperatures from -20 to 
+50°C. The launch rail is usually positioned on the top of a trailer unit but can 
also be used as a free-standing unit or fitted on a 4t truck or similar vehicle. 
For transport, the system fits inside a standard 20ft ISO container. Single-axle 
trailer meets 2014 European legislation. Length: 11.8m with rail extended 
Launch speed: 58-68kt dependent on target weight and number of 
power-bands fitted

QinetiQ Target Systems ► Mk IV KEC
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GCS
The following section provides data on a selection of ground control stations (GCS) 
produced for UAVs and other unmanned platforms. 
Entries are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer and product name.
The specifications are those supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained  
by contacting these companies directly. 
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at  
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus  
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: The independent Portable GCS from UAV Factory can operate multiple unmanned platforms. (Photo: UAV Factory)

EQUIPMENT
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AERO SURVEILLANCE 
ASG T150
The AGS T150 is a fully integrated transportable GCS 
designed for harsh environments and is capable 
of controlling all AS and ASV RPA systems. The 
AGS T150’s typical configuration includes: two HD 
(1080p) rugged display – one assigned for control-
command and one assigned for onboard mission 
equipment; an integrated rugged computer with up 
to 2TB of solid state storage with multiple input-
output options; COFDM video transceiver in Band S; 
multiple frequency options with H264 encoding; and 
a keyboard and dual joysticks to manually control 
aircraft and mission equipment. Length: 1,030mm 
Width: 500mm Height: 400mm Weight: Up to 55kg 
(depending on options) Power supply: AC or DC 
current – Maximum 500W (configuration dependent) 
Features: automatic pointing antenna with up to 
50km range (Additional antenna options available, 
integrated FlyView Ground Control Software suite with 
multiple unmanned aircraft control command and 
mission sensor suite options.)

AERTEC SOLUTIONS 
GCS
Aertec Solutions GCS station has been designed with 
in-house technology and allows for various types of 
unmanned vehicles to be controlled from the system. 
This single common interface for the running of 
different systems offers advantages of operator training 
and management systems. The Aertec Solutions GCS 
system is capable of gathering data recorded at each 
vehicle’s location to transmit a unified compiled report 
through specific data transmission software, following a 
defined protocol.

ASELSAN 
UxV Control Station
Aselsan’s UxV Control Station is a C2 station applicable 
to all domains of unmanned vehicles: air, land and 
sea. The station complies with NATO standards and US 
interoperability profiles. The modular station can be 
used to control unmanned vehicles, monitor their status, 
dynamically plan tasks and communicate with C4I 
interfaces. Applications: UAV, UGV, UMV

BRVANT 
BRV-GCS-01
The BRV-GCS-02 is a portable C2 station applicable 
to all domains of manned and unmanned vehicles. 
The design allows integration with other C2 stations 
and infrastructure that creates a communication relay 
and increases the integrated network point-to-point 
in mesh topology. Applications: UAV, UGV and USV 
management Crew: 1

BRV-GCS-02
The BRV-GCS-02 is a portable C2 station applicable to 
all domains of manned and unmanned vehicles. This 
design allows the management of up to four platforms 
at same time, integration with other C2 stations and 
infrastructure that creates a communication relay 

and increases the integrated network point-to-point 
in mesh topology. Applications: UAV, UGV and USV 
management Crew: 1

DELTA DRONE 
STaFF
Delta Drone’s STaFF solution was developed as a UAV-
exclusive technology with night and day geo-referenced 
real-time mapping. This solution provides a real-time 
local map on the GCS for flame front tracking, allowing 
upload on map-sharing platforms. It is particularly 
applicable for fire-fighter departments in case of forest 
and urban fires, floods and search for missing persons. 
The live feed can be shared between operators via 3G/4G 
or satellite data links.

ECA GROUP 
MAMBA
MAMBA is an IED and CBRN countermeasures system 
allowing the transport, deployment and control of UGVs 
or UAVs in hostile areas. A light manned vehicle for 
first intervention can be supplied as an off-road 4x4 or 
a small truck. MAMBA is a GCS for UGVs/UAVs and a 
vehicle for deploying ECA systems such as Cobra Mk 2 
(I,E,C) and Cameleon (E,C) UGVs or IT180 UAVs as well as 
other companies’ products. Main features: acts as GCS for 
several UGVs/UAVs at the same time; quick deployment 
for situational assessment, avoiding first responder 
exposure in hazmat areas; and detection of chemical 
and radiological emissions (depending on configuration). 
Applications: UGVs, UAVs

ELISTAIR 
Safe-T
Safe-T is a tethered station for drones, designed to 
offer unlimited endurance and a safe data connection. 
Safe-T is suited to a range of applications, including 
surveillance of events, forest fire management, harbour 
monitoring, anti-poaching, pop-up telecommunications 
(4G, Wi-Fi, radio), traffic management (camera or radar 
based), and industrial Inspections. The cable allows 
vehicles to operate to an altitude of 100m. Integrated 
with various sensors, the Safe-T is able to continuously 
self-check its status and uses fail-safe procedures. On 
17 October 2017, it was announced that Vodafone 
Group had tested the Elistair Safe-T tethering station 
to support the UAS provision of 4G coverage in areas 
with no mobile coverage. A UAS tethered to the 
Safe-T station and equipped with a network device 
can fly for hours while offering coverage with no risk of 
interference in the network or loss of the UAS. Elistair 
Safe-T has been approved for tethered flights by French 
Civil Aviation. Applications: monitoring and observation 
Weight: 28kg

EMBENTION 
NM& TS150
The NM& TS150 tether station powers multirotors 
directly from an on-ground power source using ultra-
light cable and provides unlimited flight time up to 
500ft high. An embedded Wi-Fi module provides 
system status information and is able to monitor and 
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a digital intercom system; an integrated UPS battery 
backup/power distribution system; and casters providing 
for movement within the facility with minimal equipment. 
The GCS is ideally suited for raised flooring environments 
(cooling, cable and power distribution). 

Storm GCS
GA-ASI’s Safety Tactical Operational Reliability 
Maintenance (STORM) GCS significantly improves the 
human-machine Interface (HMI), ergonomics and 
mission capability for GCS operators, says the company. 
STORM consists of a GA-ASI legacy Pilot/Payload 
Operator (PPO) GCS workstation equipped with a 
Linux PC hardware upgrade. This provides processing 
performance, reliability, ease of software coding and 
an HD video software architecture backbone. HMI 
improvements include HD-integrated touchscreen 
displays, as well as a video-switching capability that 
allows aircrew to move any video source to any screen. 
A 24in display between the pilot and payload operator 
provides screen space for shared pilot/payload data 
such as weather, airspace, or any information of interest 
to both aircrew. Other ergonomic layout improvements 
include adjustable heated aircrew seats and adjustable 
rudder pedals. Features: PPO workstation equipped 
with 11 HD displays; pop-out monitors improve viewing 
angle for operators; upgradeable HOTAS featuring 
F-35/F-16 fighter controls; STORM cockpit hardware 
supports GA-ASI Advanced Cockpit GCS software (with 
open architecture)

GLOBAL INDUSTRIAL &  
DEFENCE SOLUTIONS (GIDS) 
GIDS GCS and Communication Link Station
Air conditioned/insulated container. Features include: 
generator/UPS for power backup, standard equipment 
consoles, payload consoles, crew consoles for mission 
commander, internal pilot and payload operator, mission 
planning software suite, mission building module, 
inserting/editing waypoints on maps, mission monitoring 
software, video and data recording and launch and 
recovery of multiple UAVs from a single GCS.

GLOBE UAV 
Groundstation
The Globe UAV Groundstation is a 4G LTE mobile 
internet-based application with bidirectional data 
communication. Applications that the Groundstation 
has been designed for include SAR first aid information, 
events, air surveillance, environmental flights and 
border protection. The Globe UAV GUAV7/8 Copters will 
automatically connect to the local Wi-Fi at the landing 
process and transmit high-resolution data from the 
camera to the Globe UAV Groundstation. The GCS has 
variable flight modes, including: a GPS mode; the Click’n 
Fly mode, where the drone flies to a designated location; 
Waypoint mode where the drone flies to predefined 
missions on its own; emergency mode, which allows the 
user to command the copter to the inserted address and 
start it within 15s in standby mode; and an automatic 
take-off and landing mode. The Groundstation has an 
option for a thermal camera and night view camera 
mode, which enable flying at night. Optional safety 
components are also available for the Groundstation, 

control the drone from any PC or tablet and a high 
bandwidth Ethernet connection provides video and 
data transmission through the cable, enabling a two-
way communications channel. Additionally, the cable 
data transmission enables safe data communications, 
avoiding jamming attacks and data piracy and capture 
at the time it avoids drone location. The NM& TS150 
tether station has a length and width of 63cm and a 
height of 36cm. Length: 63cm Width: 63cm Height: 
36cm Weight: <60kg Platforms: UAS Power supply: 12V 
DC or 110-230V AC

GENERAL ATOMICS  
AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS 
Advanced Cockpit GCS
GA-ASI’s Safety Tactical Operational Reliability 
Maintenance (STORM) GCS significantly improves 
the human-machine interface (HMI), ergonomics 
and mission capability for GCS operators. STORM 
consists of a GA-ASI legacy Pilot/Payload Operator 
GCS workstation equipped with a Linux PC hardware 
upgrade. This provides increased processing 
performance, improved reliability, ease of software 
coding and an HD video software architecture 
backbone. HMI improvements include HD-integrated 
touchscreen displays, as well as a video switching 
capability that allows aircrew to move any video 
source to any screen. A 24in display between the 
pilot and payload operator provides screen space for 
shared pilot/payload data such as weather, airspace, 
or any information of interest to both aircrew. Other 
ergonomic layout improvements include adjustable 
heated aircrew seats and adjustable rudder pedals. 

Legacy GCS
The Legacy GCS is an RPA control centre, housed in a 
customer-furnished building and used to control GA-ASI 
aircraft. The GCS racks are installed on wheeled bases 
so that the system can be installed and secured within 
a building. The GCS is designed primarily for remote 
operations via a SATCOM data link. Features of the system 
include SATCOM and three multi-function workstations; 

The AGS T150 is a fully integrated transportable GCS designed  
for harsh environments. (Photo: Aero Surveillance)
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COUNTER-UAS SYSTEMS
This section includes systems designed to jam, disrupt or destroy hostile UAS threats.
Entries are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer and system name. The specifications 
are those supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained by contacting these 
companies directly.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at  
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus  
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: An attack drone with attached net, part of the counter-UAS developed by a team from Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, 
intercepts a DJI S100. (Photo: USAF)

EQUIPMENT
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ALLEN-VANGUARD CANADA 
Ancile
At DSEI 2017, Allen-Vanguard unveiled the Ancile, a 
new electronic shield designed to defeat the threat of 
commercial unmanned systems. The Ancile electronic 
shield prevents the intended drone mission being 
successful by using the company’s RF inhibition 
technology. It can be used to protect areas including 
convoys, operating bases, sensitive locations and  
public events. The counter-UAS system can be used  
as a standalone platform or integrated into an EW  
suite depending on customer requirements. Type: 
electronic shield

COBHAM ANTENNA SYSTEMS – USA 
Cobham C-UAS
Displayed at AUVSI 2017 in Dallas, USA, the Cobham 
C-UAS primarily consists of wideband omni-directional, 
directional helix (single- or dual-band), directional flat 
panel and high-power directional antennas to counter 
the unlawful use of commercial UAS. The antennas can 
be combined or configured in arrays for a multitude 
of scenarios. Antenna combinations will depend on 
the method of countering UAS, from straightforward 
jamming to spoofing and direction finding (DF). 
Wideband omni-directional antennas can be used for 
general surveillance applications as well as high-power 
jamming. Multiple systems can be phase- or amplitude-
matched for use in DF arrays. Directional Helix antennas 
provide high gain and efficiency while reducing 
interference with nearby systems. Two bands can be 
contained within one unit, and circular polarisation allows 
for the monitoring or countering of any threat. Directional 
Flat Panel antennas provide high gain in a small unit size 
especially for higher frequencies. They can be used for 
monitoring or signal denial and are available in linear or 
circular polarisations depending on application. High-
Power Ultra-Wideband Directional antennas can cover 
multiple bands within a single unit providing up to 10dBi 
gain. Frequency: Two bands in one unit are possible, 
reducing size and weight especially for portable systems. 
Examples: - L1 GPS (1.57GHz) & ISM band (2.4GHz) - L2 
GPS (1.2GHz) & ISM Band (900MHz) Power: High power -  
100W possible over wideband Range: 5-10dBiC gain 
Disruption method: omni-directional jamming Antenna: 
directional helix antennas

DELFT DYNAMICS 
DroneCatcher
DroneCatcher is a counter-UAS detection system 
designed to support military and commercial missions, 
including protecting military bases, airports, prisons and 
parliament buildings. The multicopter system is armed 
with a netgun and can safely remove illicit drones from 
the air. DroneCatcher has an endurance of 30min and 
has been designed with multiple onboard sensors, 
a laser rangefinder and a track and trace system. 
The counter detection can also be paired with Delft 
Dynamics’ GCS that is equipped with velocity control 
and waypoint control. Height: 350mm Weight: <6kg 
Detection ranges: <20m

DETECT 
DroneWatcher
The DroneWatcher app enables users to use Android 
devices to detect UAS flying in civil airspace for personal 
and business privacy protection. Depending on the 
strength of the device’s Wi-Fi signal, the DroneWatcher 
app can detect up to 85% of non-encrypted Wi-Fi or 
RF-controlled drones at ranges from 400-800m. The 
user receives an audible and visual alert when a UAS 
is detected. On the upgraded Pro version, users can 
group multiple tablets and smartphones together to 
form wide-area mesh networks for monitoring of large 
areas. When one device detects a drone, all devices in 
the group will be alerted. The Pro version also displays 
the make and model of the drone detected and logs 
its unique ID number to a database. It also includes 
a ‘power bar’ that allows the user to determine the 
general direction of the detected drone’s controller. 
For added multi-layer security, the DroneWatcher 
app can integrate with DeTect’s DroneWatcherRF and 
DroneWatcher Drone Surveillance Radar sensors to 
provide a more complete drone detection and defence 
solution. Type: Android application Range: 400-800m

DroneShield’s FarAlert Sensor is a remotely configurable, weather-
resistant UAS surveillance system. (Photo: DroneShield)

Airfence 5.0 is able to provide the user with data in real time  
(as well as real-time software updates) and can be configured to  
send notifications to the user’s phone when UAVs are detected.  
(Photo: SensoFusion)
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WideAlert Sensor
DroneShield’s WideAlert Sensor provides 180°  
coverage of local acoustic activity at close range.  
Small and compact, it is designed to be inconspicuous 
and weather-resistant. It can distinguish common 
environmental noise from UAV activity with remotely 
configured sensors. DroneShield systems use a browser-
based monitoring application and interface, with a 
BaseProcessor acoustic database system available for 
offline UAS detection. Length: 100mm Width: 68mm 
Height: 100mm Power: 12-48V DC PoE or 120/240V 
AC power Detection ranges: microphone: suburban 
environment up to 200m Options: IP-based alerts 
(email, SMS, XML/JSON) indicating zone, UAV type, 
digital evidence; mobile (SMS, audible phone call); RF 
audible alerts

HIGH AND MIGHTY 
Skynet
The Skynet anti-drone system is a portable C-UAS device 
that resembles a rifle. It is operated with a manpack 
system and has a charging time of 90min. It has an 
endurance of 2h in continuous operation and 15h in 
standby. Developed to counter the problems of intrusion 
that accompany growing UAS popularity, the product 
was launched in 2014 and is aimed at the commercial 
market. Frequency: Mode 1 1.450-1.650GHz/Mode 2 
2.380-2.483GHz Power: battery: Li-Ion, 2h of use Weight: 
5.7kg Detection ranges: up to 2km Antenna: directional, 
Picatinny rails MIL-STD-1913

DRONESHIELD 
DroneGun
DroneGun enables controlled management of an 
adversarial UAS, causing no damage to the UAV or 
surrounding area. It causes vertical controlled landing 
on the spot or return back to starting point, helping 
track the UAV operator. The adversarial UAV remains 
intact for forensic analysis, and its video transmission 
is immediately terminated. DroneGun’s jammer does 
not affect emergency broadcast or other dedicated 
frequencies. It comes as a rifle and backpack. 
Powerplant: battery: Li-Ion, v-mount, 14.8V/90Wh 
Frequency: 2.38-2.483GHz; 5.725-5.825GHz; GPS & 
GLONASS 1,450-1,650MHz (optional) Detection ranges: 
up to 2km Disruption method: jammer

FarAlert Sensor
DroneShield’s FarAlert Sensor is a remotely configurable, 
weather-resistant UAS surveillance system. It is able to 
distinguish UAS activity from common environmental 
noise sources at varying distance depending on 
environment. The device includes a 60cm dish designed 
for mounting to standard cell antenna base station masts. 
DroneShield systems use a browser-based monitoring 
application and interface, with a BaseProcessor acoustic 
database system available for offline UAS detection. 
Length: 73cm Width: 35cm Height: 68cm Power: 12-
48V DC PoE or 120/240V AC power Detection ranges: 
500-1,000m (rural environment); 100-250m (urban 
environment) Options: IP-based alerts (email, SMS, XML/
JSON) indicating zone, UAV type, digital evidence; mobile 
(SMS, audible phone call); RF audible alerts
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optional HAM Length: 46cm Width: 23cm Height: 
10.2cm Weight: 1.6kg with battery

SENSOFUSION 
Airfence 5.0
Airfence 5.0 is a counter-UAS RF technology released 
by Sensofusion. It is designed to protect personnel, 
airports, prisons and private companies from rogue 
UAS in illegal and potentially life-threatening situations. 
The counter-UAS includes updates over its previous 
evolution and offers new and improved DF, long-
distance jamming capabilities, certified ruggedisation, 
and compact setup and installation. Airfence 5.0 is 
able to provide the user with data in real time (as well 
as real-time software updates) and can be configured 
to send notifications to the user’s phone when UAVs 
are detected. The platform, which has a 10km range, 
can also be pre-programmed to run fully automatic or 
configured for manual action. Type: counter-UAS RF 
Applications: military and commercial Range: 10km

THALES 
Counter-UAS Solution
The Counter-UAS Solution uses various sensors, radar 
technologies and goniometry to detect and remove 
UAS from the air. So far, the solution has been proven 
effective against UAVs under 25kg. Thales tested 
its Counter-UAS Solution in April 2017, successfully 
neutralising small unmanned vehicles using its jammer. 
The test used the Thales Squire sensor, a man-portable 
medium-range ground surveillance radar that can detect 
and classify moving targets, while other tests have been 
carried out using other sensors. The solution also utilises 
a day camera and an IR camera, allowing UAVs detected 
to be verified by an operator and provides automatic 
threat evaluation. Thales offers both hard-kill and soft-kill 
neutralisation solutions depending on the operational 
concepts. The Lightweight Multirole Missile and the 
Rapidfire airburst munition have both been integrated 
and tested as part of the counter-UAS solution. The 
system has a detection range of up to 4km for micro-
UAVs and with the use of the ground surveillance radar 
platforms can be detected at altitudes of up to 3,000ft. 
Applications: Detect and remove micro and mini UAVs 
Radar: Squire sensor Detection equipment: Various 
sensors, day camera and IR camera Detection ranges: 
4km for micro-UAV at altitudes of 3,000ft

UNIFLY 
Unifly Sentry
Unifly Sentry is an application that supports air navigation 
service providers and authorities in the management 
and regulation of the airspace. Unify Sentry uses airspace 
information, including regulatory data, user data, drone 
data, traffic data (manned and unmanned) and obstacle 
data input, to perform a pre-flight validation of the flight 
as well as perform a conflict resolution. The system uses 
several scalable air space management services such 
as supervisor capabilities, where it is possible to create 
no-drone zones, to stipulate regulations for a specific 
geographical location using a rule engine, as well as to 
manage and monitor UAV flights. Type: app

NOVATEL 
GAJT-AE
The GPS Anti-Jam Technology Antenna Electronics 
(GAJT-AE) variant has been designed for weight- and 
size-constrained GPS anti-jam applications such as 
small unmanned airborne and ground platforms. The 
GAJT-AE provides the null-forming antenna control 
electronics for a four-element controlled reception 
pattern antenna. The system is designed to be easy to 
integrate and is compatible with most four-element 
antenna arrays. GAJT-AE-N includes protection for GPS 
position, velocity and time, up to 40dB of additional 
anti-jamming protection, simultaneous L1 and L2 
regularisations and adaptive digital nulling. 

RADIO HILL TECHNOLOGIES 
Dronebuster
The Dronebuster is a handheld counter-UAS detection 
and jamming system, developed by Radio Hill 
Technologies (RHT). The system has been designed for 
military, federal and local law enforcement use and is 
effective on Group 1 and Group 2 UAS. Dronebuster has 
an endurance of over 3h continuous jamming and over 
10h endurance in RF detection mode. The system is able 
to cover a range of frequencies and can detect incoming 
RF signals to aid in aiming the device in low visibility. 
RHT displayed the Block 3 Dronebuster in Abu Dhabi, 
at IDEX 2017. On 2 June 2017, it was announced that 
RHT received a $2.5 million contract to deliver 100 Block 
3 Dronebuster counter-UAS detection and jamming 
systems to the US Air Force. Type: handheld detection 
and jamming system Applications: military, federal, 
and local law enforcement Powerplant: rechargeable 
Li-ion battery Frequency: ISM, UHF HAM and GPS bands 
Length: 53cm Width: 27cm Height: 16cm Weight: 2.3kg 
Detection ranges: 750m-1,000m, depending upon range 
from drone to controller 

Dronebuster LE
The Dronebuster LE is a handheld counter-UAS 
detection and jamming system that has been designed 
for commercial purposes, including aviation security, 
event security, fire-fighting and campus security. 
Dronebuster LE, which has an endurance of over 3h 
continuous jamming, has RF detection and is able 
to cover a range of frequencies. Frequency: ISM and 

The Skynet anti-drone system is a portable C-UAS device that 
resembles a rifle. (Photo: High and Mighty)
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UGVs
This section includes major commercial UGVs that are currently in production or in 
development around the world. 

Entries are arranged nationally, then alphabetically by manufacturer and system name.  
The specifications are those supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained  
by contacting these companies directly.

If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at  
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus  
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: The PackBot was designed for the US Army’s Man-Transportable Robot System programme. (Photo: Endeavor Robotics)

SPECIFICATIONS
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UGVsSPECIFICATIONS

The Andros Nomad is the latest UGV designed by Northrop 
Grumman, to carry out military and civil applications. The 
platform, which is able to withstand different terrains, is made 
from carbon fibre and can climb 60⁰ slopes. Features include 
four tracked pods, IOP-compliant software messaging and 
hardware interfaces. It also has the capacity to be easily 
upgraded, enhancing the system’s longevity and flexibility for 
the end user. The system’s main camera has a full 360⁰ pan 
with the functionality to tilt and there are also front and rear 
cameras on the chassis as well as a manipulator camera. The 
Andros Nomad was displayed for the first time at the AUSA 
2017 exhibition in Washington DC and is expected to be 
available for deliveries in 2018. The platform was offered for the 
MTRS Increment 2 requirement awarded to Endeavor Robotics. 
Applications: military and civil Length: 90.17cm Width: 
58.42cm Height: 66.04cm (horizontal), 10.7cm (mast fully 
vertical) Weight: 74kg Min ground clearance: 60°

USA ► Northrop Grumman Remotec ► Andros Nomad

The Squad Mission Support System (SMSS) is believed to be  
the largest UGV so far deployed with US forces. Designed for 
transport and logistics support for light and early entry troops, 
 it has been tested in combat with loads that range from 
544-1,814kg. The US Army deployed four SMSS vehicles to 
Afghanistan for operational testing from January 2012 to  
May 2012. Applications include scout, mobile power and 
communications, armed support, fire-fighting and first  
responder tasks. The SMSS can be sling-loaded by UH-60 
helicopter and carried internally in a CH-47 with 544kg payload. 
There are four modes of operation: autonomous; tele-operation; 
voice control; and manual. Applications: load carriage, 
reconnaissance, armed support, fire-fighting, first responder 
tasks Weight: 1,724kg Tracks/wheels: wheels Mission radius/
range: 200km with full load Status: in development

USA ► Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control ► SMSS

Howe and Howe Technologies currently have in production a 
tested, unmanned platform that can be easily modified to suit 
most combat and support missions. A single operator can 
operate a .50cal CROWS system mounted to the Assisted 
Warfighter Ground Robotics with a weapon-mounted controller. 
The UGV can navigate up a 70% incline through difficult terrain 
and environments. The platform can be modified or equipped to 
implement both lethal direct and indirect fire and non-lethal 
weaponry. Applications: transportable on MH-47, MH-60,  
MH-53, CV-22, High Mobility, Multi-Wheeled Vehicle trailer, 
MARK-V, and designed for air drops/sling load, and Low Velocity 
Air Drop (not tested) Length: 2.14m Width: 1.58m Height: 
81.3cm Power: 32 hp internal combustion or turbo diesel engine 
Weight: 657.8kg Max speed: 20km/h Mission radius/range: 20h 
(current engine pack) Payloads: >453kg of equipment, 
personnel, weapon systems (depending on configuration) 
Working range - radio control: 500m LOS, (current remote 
system). Equipped with tether for use during jamming 
operations Climb: 70° Status: in production

USA ► Howe and Howe Technologies ► RS2G Punisher
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Originally developed for the EOD mission, Talon robots were 
first deployed by the US military to Bosnia in 2000. QinetiQ 
delivered its 2,000th Talon to the DoD in May 2008, the highest 
number of one UGV type in US service. Talon is a multi-mission 
system with optimised variants for route clearance (Talon IV 
Engineer), police, fire and other public service first responders 
(Talon Responder), hazmat missions (Talon Hazmat) and special 
weapons and tactics/military police units (Talon SWAT/MP). 
Talon represents QinetiQ’s medium (36-81kg) UGV family. On 
10 January 2017, it was announced that QinetiQ North America 
entered a long-term agreement with Persistent Systems, LLC 
and will be integrating Persistent’s Wave Relay Mobile Ad Hoc 
Networking (MANET) radio into the Talon and Dragon Runner 
UGVs. Applications: EOD, reconnaissance and surveillance, 
security Length: 86cm arm stowed Width: 57cm arm stowed 
Height: 45cm arm stowed Weight: 52-70kg depending on 
mission profile Max speed: 8.3km/h Towing capacity: up to 
680kg Climb: 43° stairs Max incline: 43° Control station: digital 
data/analogue video (standard), 500-800m LOS Payloads: 45kg 

standard – 3x IR illuminated cameras, 12x optical/25x digital 
colour zoom camera; optional – colour thermal, colour B&W, 
night vision cameras Status: in production

USA ► QinetiQ North America ► Talon

The Mk 9 is the latest version of the Wheelbarrow UGV for 
remote handling and surveillance of hazardous threats. It 
includes advances in technology and performance and 
features designed to improve its capabilities for both civil 
security and defence applications. The wheelbarrow MK 9 has 
a drag capacity of 200kg (static) and can lift a payload of up  
to 150kg. Applications: remote handling and surveillance of 
hazardous threats Length: 1.35m Width: 0.63m Height: 1.24m 
Weight: 330-350kg Max speed: 5km/h max Tracks/wheels: 
tracked Payloads: up to 10 cameras, 2-way audio system, 
digital communications, modular weapon mounting system, 
charge dropper, mechanical grab, disrupter brackets, 
manipulators, ceramic cutters and window breaker kit 
Features: modular telescopic arm with 7DoF Climb: 45° stairs 
Mission radius/range: 1km LOS Acceleration: 75s Control 
station: command console with touchscreen facility and 
joystick control, wireless hand controller for local remote 
control and greater functionality including preset positions, 
dedicated separate data channel for additional sensor 
integration Communications/data link: radio or fibre-optic 

link Arm reach: 5.4m (vertical), 3.7m (horizontal) Manipulator/
Arm load: 150kg Status: in production

USA ► Northrop Grumman Remotec ► Wheelbarrow Mk 9
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UMVs
This section includes major UMVs that are currently in production or in development 
around the world. 

Entries are arranged nationally, then alphabetically by manufacturer and system name.  
The specifications are those supplied by the OEMs. Further information can be obtained  
by contacting these companies directly. 

If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at  
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus  
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: A student-designed autonomous robotic boat from the Georgia Institute of Technology attempts the follow-the-leader task 
during the finals of the 2018 International RoboBoat Competition. (Photo: USN)

SPECIFICATIONS
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UMVs SPECIFICATIONS

The Kingfisher USV has been designed as a marine research 
platform as well as a remote survey system for bathymetric and 
hydrometric data collection. The waterproof, battery-operated, 
autonomous Kingfisher is equipped with a sensor station, 
electric thrusters, GPS and semi-planing hulls. Kingfisher can 
integrate payloads ranging from tactical surveillance to 
environmental sensing. It can be carried, launched and 
recovered by one person in a few minutes. Applications: 
research, bathymetric and hydrometric data collection Length: 
1.3m Width: 94cm Height: 34cm Weight: 29kg Payload: 10kg 
Max speed: 3.3kt Modes of operation: tele-operated, 
semi-autonomous, fully autonomous Powerplant/propulsion: 
electric water jet Status: available

Brazil ► BRVANT ► BRV-USV-01

The BRV-USV-01 is a lightweight, easily deployed, multipurpose, 
electrical USV, developed for use in water quality sampling, 
aquatic/environmental mapping and surveying, and security 
and defence. This system is fully autonomous and can be 
operated in pre-programmed routes or via a handheld joystick, 
using a C2 station locally or remotely, in real time. Applications: 
military or civil Status: in production on demand

Canada ► Clearpath Robotics ► Heron

The Heron is a portable, mid-sized USV that has been built for 
rapid prototyping. Heron has a rugged design and can be 
transported, deployed and retrieved by one person. The system 
has a waterjet propulsion, a maximum speed of 3.3kt and a 
draught of 12cm. The USV has a weight of 28kg, a payload of 
10kg and a mission duration of 2.5h. In addition, the system has 
a length of 135cm, a width of 98cm and a height of 32cm 
when deployed. Heron has GPS and IMU sensors and can 
integrate various payloads including tactical surveillance and 
environmental sensing, depending on the user’s mission. 
Applications: autonomy research, harbour surveillance, 
enviro-monitoring Length: 1.35m (deployed and stored) Width: 
0.98m (deployed), 0.56m (stored) Height: 0.32m (deployed), 
0.33m (stored) Weight: 28kg Payload: 10kg Max speed: 3.3kt 
Navigation/navigation modes: Tele-op, programmable, GPS 
Waypoint Navigation Available. Endurance mission duration: 
2.5h Powerplant/propulsion: water jet

Canada ► Clearpath Robotics ► Kingfisher
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China ► Beijing Sifang Automation ► SeaFly-01

The SeaFly-01 USV, developed by Beijing Sifang Automation, 
was showcased at the 11th Zhuhai Air Show, China, in 
November 2016. Phase one tests of the first prototype were 
completed on Nanhu Lake in Wuhan on 27 October 2016. The 
USV has been designed to carry out civil, military and 
oceanographic missions, including intelligence gathering, 
communication relay, anti-submarine operations and terrain 
mapping, and can operate in up to Sea State 4 in all weather 
conditions. A gyro-stabilised platform can accommodate a 
variety of sensors depending on the mission. A UAV can be 
integrated onto the SeaFly, which can act as a power and 
communication relay platform. A monitoring centre can 
transmit commands to the USV at distances of up to 50km. 
SeaFly is also capable of performing autonomous operations. 
Length: 10.5m Max speed: 24.3kt Navigation/navigation 
modes: Beidou navigation system Endurance mission 
duration: >400km Powerplant/propulsion: 2 diesel engines

Denmark ► MacArtney ► FLEXUS

The FLEXUS system, introduced in 2014, was developed for 
coastal monitoring applications and designed to be a rugged 
and versatile oceanographic data acquisition system. It is based 
on a towed vehicle. The vehicle can be controlled vertically and 
is able to operate at a tow speed of up to 10kt with a vertical 
velocity of up to 1m/s. FLEXUS is able to carry out several 
different oceanographic monitoring tasks and can be 
reconfigured for new applications. The NEXUS MK E multiplexer 
can be demounted and used on other sensor platforms such as 
CTDs and camera sledge systems. Applications: coastal 
monitoring, ocean science, fisheries research, seabed surveys

Denmark ► MacArtney ► FOCUS-2

Based on the original FOCUS vehicle design, the FOCUS-2 is a 
second-generation, controllable subsea survey system deployed 
by surveyors and inspection contractors worldwide. Having a 
carbon-fibre hull, fibre optic NEXUS telemetry and handled by 
a MERMAC winch system, the FOCUS-2 system is designed to 
provide a high data-acquisition capacity. The FOCUS-2 system 
operates to 400m depth at speeds of up to 10kt, with fully 
pre-programmable horizontal and vertical movement. 
Applications: pipeline inspection, large area searches and 
MCM, site surveys and sea floor mapping, cable route surveys, 
fisheries and hydrographic research
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The SeaExplorer UUV is designed for a range of oceanographic 
and defence missions. The glider is a multi-mission vehicle that 
gathers subsea data, sending it back using satellite telemetry. It 
has set a world record for duration and distance, completing a 
60-day mission covering 1,183km in a single battery charge. An 
integrated hardware/software suite allows constant supervision 
and mission control from any location by using a server that is 
available 24/7 for vehicle calls. The SeaExplorer regularly 
surfaces to send ashore its GPS position and collected data, and 
receives new mission commands via Iridium telemetry. 
Applications: various military and civil Length: 2.2m Width: 
500mm Weight: 59kg dry, including 8.5kg payload Payload: 
variety of sensors (conductivity, temperature, density, turbidity, 
acoustic Doppler current profiler, hydrocarbons, acoustics, 
radiological) Max speed: 1kt Endurance mission duration: up 
to 2 months (depending on sensors’ configuration) Features: 
modular design includes independent payload section located 
at front of vehicle with 2 compartments (hyperbaric, wet) 
Navigation/navigation modes: dead reckoning between 

surface GPS fixes using 3-axis digital compass, acoustic 
altimeters for near-bottom dives Communications/data links: 
RF, iridium Powerplant/propulsion: rechargeable Li-ion Control 
station: programmable through Ethernet Depth rating: 700m 
Status: in production

France ► ALSEAMAR Alcen ► SeaExplorer

The Undersea Motor-Glider is designed for a range of 
oceanographic and defence missions. The strategy of gliding 
with wings, flying up and down (changing buoyancy) under the 
sea with density variation ensures very low-level power 
consumption. The autopilot adjusts the ballast with external 
control ailerons to facilitate the flight undersea. An electric 
motor with propeller retractable blades, secures the mobility 
and agility of the system. The long-endurance capability is 
linked to a wide range of sensors, for a number of applications. 
Applications: long-range undersea missions, sleeping time on 
the ground with sensors, various military and civil Length: 
2.10m Width: 1.08m Height: 0.3m Weight: 60kg (MTOW) 
Payload: variety of sensors Max speed: 2.5kt (max speed glider), 
10kt (max speed power) Range: no limit Powerplant/
propulsion: 1,000W brushless Depth rating: 1,000m 
Communications/data links: RF, Iridium Endurance mission 
duration: several months Navigation/navigation modes: GPS 
while on the surface, internal sensors and software during dive 
Status: technology demonstrator

France ► Alcore Technologies ► Undersea Motor-Glider

Introduced in 2000, TRIAXUS was designed to move from 
existing 2D towed vehicle technology to a 3D towfish. TRIAXUS 
is developed for efficient oceanographic data acquisition and 
can undulate within a 1-350m operational envelope, with a 
horizontal offset that allows for vertical profiling to be carried 
out in an undisturbed water column. The system is able to oper-
ate at speeds of up to 10kt and vertical velocities of up to 1m/s. 
It has been designed using carbon fibre and enabled by NEXUS 
multiplexer technology. It has a number of Gigabit Ethernet 
channels and up to nine serial channels. TRIAXUS can operate 
multiple sensors simultaneously and is available in an extended 
‘E’ version with a larger payload capacity. Applications: ocean 
science, fisheries research, hydrodynamic studies, environmen-
tal impact studies

Denmark ► MacArtney ► TRIAXUS
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EO/IR SYSTEMS
This section of the handbook covers EO/IR systems currently in production and 
development for commercial unmanned systems.
The data in these entries has been supplied by the OEMs. Further information  
can be obtained by contacting these companies directly. 
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at  
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus  
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: The Schiebel Camcopter S100 can be fitted with different types of EO/IR imaging payloads.  
(Photo: Commonwealth of Australia DoD)

EQUIPMENT
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ATMOLAB
Rex Mini
Rex Mini is a medium-zoom day and thermal camera 
developed for small UAVs. It has been designed for 
various military and civil applications including SAR, 
surveillance, facility inspection and law enforcement. 
The gimbal system has a wide temperature range 
and can be used in low visibility, dry and wet weather 
conditions, and harsh environments. It is available in 
two variants – standard or retractable. Applications: 
various military and civil Width: 9.6cm Weight: 
0.7-0.75kg Platforms: UAVs LOS stabilisation: 2-axis 
mechanical stabilisation, software image stabilisation, 
digital image stabilisation (optional) Options: tracking 
option Control: 360° pan continuous, 180° pitch control 
Zoom – optical: 10x (day camera) Zoom – electronic: 12x 
(day camera)

Rex Mk II
The Rex Mk II is a high-zoom day and thermal camera 
developed for small UAVs. It has been designed for 
various military and civil applications including SAR, 
surveillance, facility inspection and law enforcement. 
The gimbal system has a wide temperature range 
and can be used in low visibility, dry and wet weather 
conditions, and harsh environments. The day camera 
is fitted with a defog option for hazy environments 
and an IR sensor for up to 0.01Lux light operation. 
Applications: various military and civil Width: 11.9cm 
Weight: 1-1.1kg Zoom – electronic: 12x (day camera) 
LOS stabilisation: 2-axis mechanical stabilisation, 
software image stabilisation, digital image stabilisation 
(optional) Control: 360° pan continuous, 180° pitch 
control Options: tracking option Platforms: UAVs Zoom – 
optical: 40x (day camera)

FLIR SYSTEMS
Vue Pro
The Vue Pro is a thermal camera designed for 
professional use, providing a thermal measurement 
instrument and a data recorder. The system also includes 
full data recording of thermal video and 14-bit still 
imagery. When connected to a compatible flight control 
system, the Vue Pro will automatically insert aircraft 
geo-location and flight data information into each 
captured image, enabling image stitching as required for 
mapping, survey and precision agriculture applications. 
The camera’s recording and control settings can be 
configured using the FLIR mobile app. Applications: 
mapping, survey, precision agriculture Length: 5.7cm 
Width: 4.5cm Weight: 0.11kg Imagers: Uncooled VOx 
Microbolometer Output frame rate: 30Hz Mounting: Two 
M2x0.4 on each of two sides and bottom. One 1/4-20 
threaded hole on top

OCTOPUS ISR SYSTEMS
Epsilon 140 Dual Sensor
The Epsilon 140 is a dual-sensor micro gimbal for 
long-range surveillance. It employs an EO global shutter 
sensor for better daytime image clarity and is equipped 
with a 60mm fixed FOV IR lens. The system has a 2km 
tested human target detection range. The onboard 
processor provides electronic video stabilisation with roll 

correction, target tracking, scene steering and moving 
target indication. It reduces the required bandwidth, 
while enabling single data link use for both image 
and aircraft control functions. The Epsilon 140’s dual-
sensor gimbal is capable of providing video footage 
under high vibration. The system is also available with 
a lightweight retraction mechanism. Height: 189mm 
Power: 40W peak, 20W typical Weight: 1.57kg Diameter: 
140mm Video output: h.264, up to 10Mb/s FOV slew 
rate: 120°/s Field of regard azimuth: 360° Field of 
regard elevation: -90°/+45° (continuous elevation) LOS 
stabilisation: <150rad

PHOENIX LIDAR
Alpha Series AL3-16/32
Phoenix LiDAR’s Alpha series includes the AL3-16 
and the AL3-32 surveying systems. The AL3-16 utilises 
fibre-optic gyro IMU technology, providing an accuracy 
of 34/45mm RMSE to create geo-referenced point 
cloud. The system can also easily be upgraded for 
future LiDAR sensors, according to the company. The 
AL3-32 is a 3D 32-laser mapping system designed for 
professional surveying applications. It has survey-grade 
accuracy at 25/35mm, with a 105m laser range and 
intensity calibration. Length: 15cm (AL3-16), 29 (AL3-
32) Width: 14cm Height: 24cm (AL3-16), 22cm (AL3-
32) Weight: 2.5kg (AL3-16), 3.2kg (AL3-32) Pointing 
accuracy: 35/45mm at 50m range (AL3-16), 25/35 at 
50m range (AL3-32) Laser capability: 80m (AL3-16), 
107m (AL3-32) Frames per second: 300,000 (AL3-16), 
700,000 (AL3-32)

Ranger – RL1
Phoenix LiDAR’s Ranger – RL1 system is designed for 
mapping applications. It has a laser range of 1,350m, 
producing photorealistic 3D point clouds of large 
regions. It also hosts IMU and dual-UPS upgrade 
options for increased accuracy, and is fully autonomous. 

The Epsilon 140 Dual Sensor employs an EO global shutter sensor 
for better daytime image clarity and is equipped with a 60mm fixed 
FOV IR lens. (Photo: Octopus ISR Systems)
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campaign is stored on an internal 240GB SSD and/or 
provided as real-time line scan data via the integrated 
LAN-TCP/IP interface. The VUX-1 provides high-speed 
data acquisition using a narrow IR laser beam and a 
fast line scanning mechanism. Laser ranging is based 
on Riegl’s echo digitisation and online waveform 
processing, enabling measurement results under 
adverse atmospheric conditions and the evaluation 
of multiple target echoes. The scanning mechanism 
is based on a fast rotating mirror, providing fully 
linear, unidirectional and parallel scan lines. Typical 
applications of the VUX-1 include agriculture and 
forestry tasks, archaeology documentation, corridor 
mapping, infrastructure inspection, topography and 
urban environment surveying. Applications: Survey 
Length: 227mm Width: 180mm Height: 125mm Power: 
32V DC Weight: 3.5kg FOV pan/continuous pan: 330° 
Temperature range: -10/+40°C Frames per second: 
200p/s Laser accuracy: 10mm

TRAKKA SYSTEMS USA
SWE-200 LE
The Trakka Systems TrakkaCam SWE-200 LE surveillance 
camera is a compact and lightweight dual-LRU multi-
sensor surveillance system offering day and night 
mission capabilities. With a diameter of 200mm, the 
SWE-200 LE provides a digital four-axis gyro-stabilised 
platform designed for installation on small aircraft, 
rotorcraft, UAVs and land vehicles where size, weight 
and cost are challenging factors. The SWE-200 LE 
can accommodate various payload options, including 
uncooled & cooled thermal imagers, HD TV cameras 
as well as a laser rangefinder. Video target tracking, 
geo-location, and various remote interface options 
are available. Power: 22-30V DC, 150W Weight: 6-8kg 
Coverage: 360° continuous

SWE-300 HDIR
The Trakka Systems TrakkaCam SWE-300 HDIR 
utility and environmental inspection camera is a 
dual-sensor system containing a high-resolution, 
radiometric IR camera and HDTV zoom camera. The 

Length: 30.8cm Width: 18cm Height: 12.9cm Weight: 
5.3kg Pointing accuracy: 25/35mm Laser capability: 
1,350m Frames per second: 750,000

Scout Series SL1
Phoenix LiDAR’s Scout Series SL1 system contains 
modular components, enabling it to perform a range 
of tasks including LiDAR mapping, multi/hyperspectral 
sensing, hybrid-SLAM and photogrammetry. It includes 
multiple options for higher density and/or more 
accurate point clouds. The SL1 features real-time 
point cloud transmission via 4G or long-range Wi-Fi. 
It is also fully autonomous and can be mounted 
on any drone, working in multiple orientations. The 
system has modular upgrade options, including Dual 
LiDAR Sensors, DSLR, GeniCam, GigEVision, thermal, 
multispectral, hyperspectral and custom sensors. 
Length: 16cm Width: 11.6cm Height: 11.6cm Weight: 
1.6kg FOV: 360° Frames per second: 300,000 Laser 
accuracy: 55mm RMSE Laser capability: 80m at 60%

RIEGL USA
miniVUX-1DL
The Riegl miniVUX-1DL is a sister device to the miniVUX-
1UAV lightweight laser scanning system. The additional 
indicator DL in the product name means downward 
looking, referring to its design that is tailored to meet the 
needs of corridor mapping tasks. Additional applications 
that the system has been designed for include pipeline 
and power line monitoring and highway and rail track 
inspection. The miniVUX-1DL uses Riegl’s Waveform-
LiDAR technology, allowing echo digitisation and online 
waveform processing. The system has a minimum 
range of 3m and an operational flight altitude of 260ft 
Length: 23cm Width: 10cm w/o cooling fan, 11cm w/ 
cooling fan Height: 12cm Power: 11-34 V DC Weight: 
2.4kg Detection range: 3m (minimum) FOV: 46°, + 23° 
off nadir Platforms: UAVs Scan section: up to 100scans/s 
Temperature range: -10°/+40° (operation)

miniVUX-SYS
The Riegl miniVUX-SYS is a lightweight laser scanning 
system, designed for various applications on UAS/
RPAS platforms. Applications that the system has 
been designed for include agriculture and forestry, 
glacier and snowfield mapping and construction-site 
monitoring. The system comprises of a Riegl miniVUX-
1UAV LiDAR engine, an IMU/GNSS system, a dedicated 
control unit (available for the AP20 solution) and an 
optional RGB camera system. The miniVUX-SYS has a 
minimum range of 3m, a maximum range of 250m 
and an operating flight altitude of 260ft. Length: 
264mm w/APX-15 UAV, 352 w/APX-20, 308 w/APX20 
and control unit Width: 11cm Height: 8.5cm Power: 
11-34 V DC/typ. 16w@100 scans/sec Weight: 2kg w/
APX-15, 2.5kg w/APX-20, 3.6kg w/AP20 and control 
unit Detection range: 3m (min), 250m (max) FOV: up to 
360° Platforms: UAS/RPAS Scan section: 100 scans/sec 
Temperature range: -10°/+40° (operation)

VUX-1
The Riegl VUX-1 is a lightweight laser scanner for UAS. 
It is designed to be mounted in any orientation and 
in limited weight and space conditions. The system’s 
energy consumption is low, requiring only a single 
power supply. The entire data set of an acquisition 

With a diameter of 200mm, the SWE-200 LE provides a digital 
four-axis gyro-stabilised platform designed for installation on small 
aircraft, rotorcraft, UAVs and land vehicles where size, weight and 
cost are challenging factors. (Photo: Trakka Systems USA)
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SWE-400 LE
The Trakka Systems TrakkaCam SWE-400 LE surveillance 
camera is a dual-LRU system offering the highest 
performance and largest payload capacity in the 
company’s range, to accommodate a wide array of 
sensor packages. The 400mm, fully digital four-axis 
gyro-stabilised platform has the most flexibility in terms 
of sensor and lens combinations. The SWE-400 LE can 
accommodate various payload options, including cooled 
thermal imaging sensors, HDTV, colour spotter scope 
and laser sensors. Video target tracking, geo-location, 
and various remote interface options are available. A 
fully digital four-axis active gyro stabilisation system 
compensates for aircraft movements and vibrations 
to provide stable imagery. Gimbals are designed and 
manufactured using an aluminium structure combined 
with composite covers, to provide a lightweight solution. 
The operator is provided with on-screen graphics 
information including camera look-angles, GPS 
coordinates, time and date etc. Power: 22-30V DC, 250W 
Weight: 30kg Coverage: 360° continuous

SWE-400 QUAD
The TrakkaCam SWE-400 QUAD utility and environmental 
inspection camera combines the sensors and features 
found in the SWE-300 series, with the addition of a 
megapixel digital frame camera in a 400mm digital 
four-axis gyro-stabilised platform. The photo camera offers 
auto focusing and image storage for high-resolution fault 
reference capture. All stored photos are geo-referenced 
with location information. The SWE-400 QUAD offers 
commercial users the capability to measure temperatures 
in real time, detect corona discharges and collect high-
resolution video and digital still images from an airborne 
platform. The systems can be fully integrated with 
geospatial recorders, mapping systems and reporting 
software to deliver fault reports to industry users. 
According to the company, the products are ITAR-free 
and widely exportable. The radiometric output provides 
full thermal resolution images for temperature analysis 
and reporting, while the solar blind camera detects UV 
discharges in the full daylight. The system has a 36.3MP 
photo camera providing high-resolution still images for 
reporting purposes. The IMU/INS combined with the 
LRF provides and holds the geographical locations of 
points of interest. The tracker locks the camera to any 
structure or scene. Typical applications include: powerline 
asset inspection; right of way surveys; storm damage 
assessment; pipeline inspection; agriculture monitoring; 
environmental surveys; animal surveys; and forest fire-
fighting and mapping. Power: 20-30V DC, 250W Weight: 
31kg Coverage: 360° continuous Stabilisation: ≈15μRad 
Zoom – optical: 30x (60-2°)

300mm fully digital 4-axis gyro-stabilised platform 
houses the high-definition IR camera that provides 
accurate, non-contact temperature measurements 
in real time, while the HDTV provides colour images 
in full high-definition detail. The SWE-300 HDIR can 
be equipped with an IMU/INS and laser rangefinder 
option that provides the geographical location of 
targets on the ground. The SWE-300 HD multi-sensor 
imaging system offers commercial users the capability 
to measure temperatures in real time and to collect 
high-resolution video from an airborne platform. 
The systems can be fully integrated with geo-spatial 
recorders, mapping systems and reporting software 
to deliver comprehensive fault reports to industry 
users. The products are completely ITAR-free and 
are widely exportable. Typical applications include: 
powerline asset inspection; right of way surveys; storm 
damage assessment; pipeline inspection; agriculture 
monitoring; environmental surveys; animal surveys; 
forest fire-fighting and mapping; and building heat loss 
measurement. Power: 20-30V DC, 250W Weight: 17kg 
Coverage: 360° continuous Stabilisation: ≈15μRad

SWE-300 LE
The Trakka Systems TrakkaCam SWE-300 LE 
surveillance camera offers compact, dual-LRU, 
long range, multi-sensor surveillance capabilities 
in a lightweight package. The 300mm fully digital 
4-axis gyro-stabilised platform has cooled thermal 
imagers for increased standoff ranges, as well as 
HDTV and laser payload options. The SWE-300 LE 
can accommodate various payload options, including 
cooled thermal sensors, HD TV and lasers. Video target 
tracking, geo-location, and various laser rangefinders, 
illuminators and pointers are also available. Power: 22-
30V DC, 250W Weight: 

SWE-300 TRIPLE
The Trakka Systems TrakkaCam SWE-300 TRIPLE utility 
and environmental inspection camera is a tri-sensor 
system that contains the same radiometric IR and HDTV 
zoom sensors as the SWE-300 HDIR, but is equipped 
additionally with a UV Corona detection camera. The 
radiometric IR camera can identify power line problems 
where the fault is apparent as a change in temperature, 
mainly the case with internal defects which manifest 
as hot spots and thermal gradients. The UV camera is 
capable of detecting and producing video images of the 
energy generated by the corona discharge phenomenon. 
The camera is fully solar-blind and can visualise corona 
discharges indicating insulator faults. The SWE-300 Triple 
multi-sensor imaging system offers commercial users 
the capability to measure temperatures in real time, to 
detect Corona discharges and to collect high-resolution 
video from an airborne platform. The systems can be fully 
integrated with geo-spatial recorders, mapping systems 
and reporting software to deliver comprehensive fault 
reports to industry users. According to the company, 
the products are ITAR-free and are widely exportable. 
Typical applications include: powerline asset inspection; 
right of way surveys; storm damage assessment; pipeline 
inspection; agriculture monitoring; environmental 
surveys; animal surveys; and forest fire-fighting and 
mapping. Power: 20-30V DC, 250W Weight: 18kg 
Coverage: 360° continuous Stabilisation: ≈15μRad Optical 
zoom: 30x (60-2°)
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GUIDE TO SUPPLIERS
This section lists key companies supplying goods, services and equipment to the  
military unmanned systems industry worldwide. 

The section is separated into two listings, by product then by supplier.

Products are listed alphabetically with suppliers and their location under each.

Supplier listings from p232 are shown alphabetically and include: 

• Company address 
• Email and website addresses
• Telephone and fax numbers
• Contact names 
Highlighted listings also include the company’s logo and a summary of activity. 

To update a listing or submit new information, email please contact the team at  
reference@shephardmedia.com.

PRODUCTS

ABOVE: UAV pilot contractors prepare a civilian drone for take-off in Melrose, New Mexico. The platform was used to monitor railroads 
for the BNSF Railway. (Photo: USAF)
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UAVs – LEASING SERVICES

PRODUCTS
UAVs

Associations
Fisher Institute for Air and 

Space Strategic Studies 
(ISRAEL)

Global UTM Association 
(SWITZERLAND)

Remote Control Aerial 
Platform Association  
(USA)

Ukroboronprom  
(UKRAINE)

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
Systems Association 
(UAVS) (UK)

Unmanned Systems 
Canada (CANADA)

UVS International  
(FRANCE)

Communications/ 
data links
Advanced Microwave 

Products (USA)
Airborne Innovations (USA)
Britannia 2000 (UK)
Broadcast Microwave 

Services (USA)
CeoTronics (GERMANY)
Cobham Antenna  

Systems Microwave 
Antennas (UK)

DroneDeploy (USA)
FreeWave Technologies 

(USA)
GeoCue Group (USA)
Green Hills Software (UK)
HR Smith Group of 

Companies (UK)
Microdrones (GERMANY)
Microhard Systems 

(CANADA)
Orbital Research (USA)
Pix4D (SWITZERLAND)
Robota (USA)
Sadler Aircraft (USA)
Sagetech Corporation  

(USA)
Satlab Geosolutions 

(SWEDEN)
Sensurion Aerospace  

(USA)
SES Government Solutions 

(USA)
Sierra Nevada Corporation 

(USA)
Silvus Technologies (USA)
Skyefish (USA)
Skyward (USA)
STM Savunma Teknolojileri 

Muhendislik ve Ticaret 
(TURKEY)

TE Connectivity – Aerospace, 
Defense & Marine (USA)

Troll Systems (USA)

ViaSat (USA)
VTOL Technologies (UK)

Consultancy
Aero Surveillance  

(FRANCE)
Airware (USA)
Barnard Microsystems (UK)
Brican Flight Systems 

(CANADA)
Burdeshaw Associates  

(USA)
CSRA (USA)
Hogan Lovells (USA)
Modern Technology 

Solutions (USA)
MW Power Systems (UK)
PrecisionHawk (USA)
Remote Control Aerial 

Platform Association  
(USA)

Rupprecht Law (USA)
Sky-Futures (UK)
Skylogic Research (USA)
Strat Aero (UK)
Trek Aerospace (USA)
Unmanned Vehicle System 

Consulting (USA)

Control stations
Aero Surveillance  

(FRANCE)
Aertec Solutions (SPAIN)
Aselsan (TURKEY)
BRVANT (BRAZIL)
Delta Drone (FRANCE)
ECA Group (FRANCE)
Elistair (FRANCE)
Embention (SPAIN)
Flying-Cam (BELGIUM)
Global Industrial & 

Defence Solutions (GIDS) 
(PAKISTAN)

Insitu (USA)
Raytheon Intelligence and 

Information Systems (USA)
UAV Factory USA (USA)
UAV Solutions (USA)
Vislink (US) (USA)
Yuneec (UK)

Counter-UAS systems
Dedrone (USA)
Delft Dynamics 

(NETHERLANDS)
DeTect (USA)
DroneShield (AUSTRALIA)
High and Mighty (TAIWAN)
MyDefence Communication 

(DENMARK)
Radio Hill Technologies 

(USA)
Sensofusion (FINLAND)
SentryX (AUSTRIA)
Silent Sentinel (UK)
Unifly (BELGIUM)

Data storage
Aero Surveillance (FRANCE)
Airborne Innovations (USA)

DroneView Technologies 
(USA)

Industrial SkyWorks (USA)
Microdrones (GERMANY)

Electronic warfare
Annapolis Micro Systems 

(USA)
Xi’an ASN Technology 

(CHINA)

Engineering
Aero Surveillance (FRANCE)
Altavian (USA)
Bernard Hooper 

Enginnering (UK)
Florida Turbine 

Technologies (USA)
Forward Composites (UK)
Georgia Tech Research 

Institute (USA)
GF Peters & Partner (Peters 

Engineering) (GERMANY)
Glomex Military Supplies 

(CZECH REPUBLIC)
Griff Aviation (NORWAY)
Human Intelligent System 

(HUINS) (SOUTH KOREA)
Modern Technology 

Solutions (USA)
Robotic Systems 

(AUSTRALIA)
Sonaca (BELGIUM)
Stratasys Direct 

Manufacturing (USA)
Stratus Aeronautics 

(CANADA)
Tianjin Aurora UAV (CHINA)

Ground  
support equipment
HeliMedia (UK)
RT LTA Systems (ISRAEL)

Imaging systems
3Dsurvey (SLOVENIA)
Aero Surveillance (FRANCE)
Aeronavics (NEW ZEALAND)
Airborne Innovations (USA)
Allsop Helikites (UK)
Altus UAS (NEW ZEALAND)
Atmolab (SLOVENIA)
Bodkin Design & 

Engineering (USA)
Brican Flight Systems 

(CANADA)
Britannia 2000 (UK)
Draganfly Innovations 

(CANADA)
DroneView Technologies 

(USA)
EWATT Aerospace (USA)
Ewatt Technology (CHINA)
FLIR Systems (USA)
FLIR Systems (UK) (UK)
FLIR Systems Netherlands 

(NETHERLANDS)
GE Intelligent Platforms 

(USA)
Geoscan (RUSSIA)

Hélicéo (FRANCE)
HeliMedia (UK)
Hoverfly Technologies 

(USA)
Human Intelligent System 

(HUINS) (SOUTH KOREA)
Icaros (USA)
Indela (BELARUS)
Infrared Cameras (USA)
ING Robotic Aviation 

(CANADA)
INTA – Instituto Nacional 

de Técnica Aeroespacial 
(SPAIN)

JAI (USA)
Lockheed Martin Procerus 

Technologies (USA)
LOT-QuantumDesign UK 

(UK)
MC-Clic (MONACO)
Microdrones (GERMANY)
MMC (CHINA)
MosaicMill (FINLAND)
Novadem (FRANCE)
Octopus ISR Systems 

(LATVIA)
Phoenix LiDAR (USA)
Pix4D (SWITZERLAND)
PrecisionHawk (USA)
Safran Electronics & 

Defense (FRANCE)
Schiebel (AUSTRIA)
Sierra Nevada Corporation 

(USA)
Skycam UAV (NEW 

ZEALAND)
Skytango (IRELAND)
SRI International (USA)
Stratus Aeronautics 

(CANADA)
Sypaq (AUSTRALIA)
Thorpe Seeop (USA)
VTOL Technologies (UK)

Launchers and  
recovery systems
Alcore Technologies 

(FRANCE)
Arcturus UAV (USA)
Aries Ingenieria y Sistemas 

(SPAIN)
Claverham (UK)
Elimco (SPAIN)
Hood Technology 

Mechanical (USA)
MMIST – Mist Mobility 

Integrated Systems 
Technology (CANADA)

QinetiQ Target Systems 
(UK)

Robonic (FINLAND)
UAV Factory USA (USA)
VTUL a PVO Praha (CZECH 

REPUBLIC)
Zodiac Arresting Systems 

America (USA)

Leasing services
Scientific Aerospace 

(AUSTRALIA)
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Hydra Marine Services
#513-560 Raven Woods Drive, 
North Vancouver, BC,  
V7G 2T3, CANADA 
tedhill@hydramarineservices.com 
www.hydramarineservices.com 
Tel: +1 604 513 9311  
Fax: +1 604 924 0088 
Ted Hill, Owner

Hydra Technologies
Mexico, MEXICO 
www.hydra-technologies.com

Hydracon Subsea
PO Box 11885,  
Newport Beach, CA, USA 
www.hydracon.com 
Tel: +1 949 610 0106 Fax: 281 1199

Hydroid
1 Henry Drive,  
Pocasset, MA 02559, USA 
sales@hydroid.com 
www.hydroid.com 
Tel: +1 508 563 6565 
Graham Lester, Snr VP Sales & Mktg

Hydromea
EPFL Innovation Park, Bâtiment C, 
1015 Lausanne, SWITZERLAND 
info@hydromea.com 
www.hydromea.com

IAI Malat Division
Ben Gurion International Airport, 
70100, ISRAEL 
Lamar2@iai.co.il 
www.iai.co.il 
Tel: +972 3 935 7136 Fax: 935 4175 
Lone Courdt Amar, Industrial 
Cooperation Mgr

Icaros
4100 Monument Corner Drive, 
Suite 520, Fairfax, VA 22030, USA 
sales@icaros.us 
www.icaros.us 
Tel: +1 703 268 5393

Idrobotica
Via Magazzini Generali 13A,  
6828 Balerna, SWITZERLAND 
info@idrobotica.com 
www.idrobotica.com 
Tel: +41 91 683 9284 Fax: 683 9285

IDS – Ingegneria Dei Sistemi
Via Enrica Calabresi 24,  
56121 Pisa, ITALY 
ids@idscorporation.com 
www.idscorporation.com 
Tel: +39 050 3124 1 Fax: 3124 201

Hoffmann Propeller
Kuepferlingstrasse 9,  
83022 Rosenheim, GERMANY 
info@hoffmann-prop.com 
www.hoffmann-prop.com 
Tel: +49 8031 18780 
Andrea Huber, Mgr Sales & Service

Hogan Lovells
555 13th St NW,  
Washington, DC 20004, USA 
www.hoganlovells.com 
Tel: +1 202 637 5600

Hood Technology Mechanical
135 Country Club Road, Building A, 
Hood River, OR 97031, USA 
info@HoodTechMechanical.com 
www.hoodtechmechanical.com 
Tel: +1 541 387 2255 Fax: 387 2266

Houston Mechatronics
17146 Feathercraft Lane,  
Suite 450, Webster, TX 77598, USA 
info@houstonmechatronics.com 
www.houstonmechatronics.com 
Tel: +1 281 942 9069

Hoverfly Technologies
12151 Research Parkway,  
Suite 100, Orlando, FL 32826, USA 
info@hoverflytech.com 
www.hoverflytech.com 
Tel: +1 407 985 4500

Howe and Howe Technologies
661 Main Street,  
Waterboro, ME 04087, USA 
info@howeandhowe.com 
www.howeandhowe.com 
Tel: +1 207 247 2777 Fax: 247 2755 
Geoffrey Howe, CEO

HR Smith Group of Companies
Street Court, Kingsland, 
Leominster, Herefordshire,  
HR6 9QA, UK 
sales@hr-smith.com 
www.hr-smith.com 
Tel: +44 1568 708 744 Fax: 708 713

Human Intelligent  
System (HUINS)
670, Daewangpangyo-ro, 
Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, 
Gyeonggi-do, 463-400,  
SOUTH KOREA 
sales@huins.com 
www.blueye.co.kr 
Tel: +82 31 719 3200 Fax: 719 8201

HFE International
1646 S. Research loop #170, 
Tucson, AZ 85710, USA 
contactus@hfeinternational.com 
www.hfeinternational.com 
Tel: +1 520 578 0818

HFE International is a leading 
US propulsion manufacturer, 
providing EFI engines, alternator 
systems and engine packages 
for the commercial UAV market 
and military applications. HFE 
is ISO 9001:2015 certified and 
has IPC 610 and 620 electronics 
inspectors on site. HFE models 
its production and maintenance 
after FAA A&P standards for 
assembly and quality, bringing 
UAVs up to professional-grade 
products. 

High and Mighty
1F., No.160, Jiaozhong St., Xinyi Dist, 
Keelung City, 20151, TAIWAN 
info@anti-drones.net 
www.anti-drones.net 
Tel: +886 929 376637

High Eye
Nieuwe Rijksweg 66d,  
4128 BN Lexmond, 
NETHERLANDS 
info@higheye.nl 
www.higheye.nl 
Tel: +31 34 7342631

HOB Custom Power
10910 Talbert Ave,  
Fountain Valley,  
CA 92708, USA 
sales@hobcustompower.com 
www.hobcustompower.com 
Tel: +1 714 962 7600 Fax: 962 7644

Since 1965, HOB Custom 
Power has been designing and 
assembling custom battery 
solutions in all chemistries and 
for all electronic applications. 
We are industry leaders in the 
engineering and manufacture 
of custom battery systems, with 
a focus on rechargeable lithium 
battery packs. Our portable 
energy solutions optimise 
performance, size, working life 
and cost, giving our customers a 
unique competitive edge.
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INTA – Instituto Nacional  
de Técnica Aeroespacial
Sede central del INTA,  
Carretera Torrejón a Ajalvir, km 4, 
28850 Torrejon De Ardoz, SPAIN 
comercial@inta.es 
www.inta.es 
Tel: +34 91 520 1200

Integrated Dynamics
250/I, NC-24, Korangi Creek Road, 
Karachi, PAKISTAN 
info@idaerospace.com 
www.idaerospace.com 
Tel: +92 21 3509 1882  
Fax: 3509 1883 
Raja Sabri Khan, Chf Exec

Intel
2200 Mission College Blvd,  
Santa Clara, CA 95054-154, USA 
www.intel.com 
Tel: +1 408 765 8080

Interdive Services
3 Stoke Damerel Business Centre, 
Church Street, Stoke, Plymouth, 
Devon, PL3 4DT, UK 
enquiries@interdive.co.uk 
www.interdive.co.uk 
Tel: +44 1752 558 080 Fax: 569 090

Inuktun Services
2569 Kenworth Road, Suite C, 
Nanaimo, BC, V9T 3M4, CANADA 
sales@inuktun.com 
www.inuktun.com 
Tel: +1 250 729 8080 Fax: 729 8077 
Colin Dobell, Pres/CEO

IQUA Robotics
Parc Científic i Tecnològic UdG, 
Edifici Giroemprèn, Pic de 
Peguera, 15, Girona, 17003, SPAIN 
www.iquarobotics.com

iSTAR UAV
Nachshon St. 3,  
Petah Tikva, ISRAEL 
info@istaruav.com 
www.istaruav.com 
Tel: +972 3 691 45 64

J W Fishers Mfg
1953 County Street,  
East Taunton, MA 02718, USA 
info@jwfishers.com 
www.jwfishers.com 
Tel: +1 508 822 7330 Fax: 880 8949 
Jack Fisher, Pres

Indra Sistemas
c/ Mar Egeo, 4,  
28830 San Fernando de Henares, 
Madrid, SPAIN 
indra@indracompany.com 
www.indracompany.com 
Tel: +34 91 627 30 00  
Fax: + 34 91 626 90 15 
Frutos Gonzalez, Indra Simulation 
Bus Dev

Industrial SkyWorks
2950 N Loop W Fwy, #500, 
Houston, TX 77092, USA 
info@industrialskyworks.com 
www.industrialskyworks.com 
Tel: +1 888 587 4975

Infrared Cameras
2105 West Cardinal Drive, 
Beaumont, TX 77705, USA 
sales@infraredcamerasinc.com 
www.infraredcamerasinc.com 
Tel: +1 409 861 0788 
Gary Strahan, CEO

ING Robotic Aviation
1455 Youville Drive, Unit 112, 
Orléans, ON, K1C 6Z7, CANADA 
info@ingrobotic.com 
www.ingrobotic.com 
Tel: +1 855 464 8287

Innocon
29 Alexander Yannai,  
Petah Tiqva, 4927729, ISRAEL 
innocon@innoconltd.com 
www.innoconltd.com 
Tel: +972 3 5586330 Fax: 5588382

Innova
P.O. Box 390 Forus,  
4067 Stavanger, NORWAY 
post@innova.no 
www.innova.no 
Tel: +47 51 96 17 00

Insight Marine Projects
19A Normandy Way, Bodmin, 
Cornwall, PL31 1RB, UK 
info@insight-marine.com 
www.insight-marine.co.uk 
Tel: +44 1208 77033

Insitu
118 East Columbia River Way, 
Bingen, WA 98605, USA 
contactus@insitu.com 
www.insitu.com 
Tel: +1 509 493 8600 Fax: 493 8601 
Ryan Hartman, Pres/CEO

IGP Marine Technology
Mattentwiete 4,  
20457 Hamburg, GERMANY 
igp@igp.de 
www.igp.de 
Tel: +49 40 37 86 800 Fax: 36 37 68

ILC Dover
1 Moonwalker Rd, Frederica,  
DE 19946-2080, USA 
customer_service@ilcdover.com 
www.ilcdover.com 
Tel: +1 302 335 3911 Fax: 335 0762

IMarEST – The Institute  
of Marine Engineering  
Science and Technology
1 Birdcage Walk, London,  
SW1H 9JJ, UK 
info@imarest.org 
www.imarest.org 
Tel: +44 20 7382 2600

IMCA – The International  
Marine Contractors Association
52 Grosvenor Gardens, London, 
SW1W 0AU, UK 
imca@imca-int.com 
www.imca-int.com 
Tel: +44 20 7824 5520 Fax: 7824 5521

Imenco
Postboks 2143,  
5504 Haugesund, NORWAY 
imenco@imenco.com 
www.imenco.no 
Tel: +47 52 864 100

Imint
Kungsängsgatan 12,  
75322 Uppsala, SWEDEN 
info@vidhance.com 
www.weareimint.com 
Tel: +46 18 474 99 90

Indela
11, Petra Glebki St.,  
220104 Minsk, BELARUS 
mail@indelagroup.com 
www.indelauav.com 
Tel: +375 172 285 399

Indemnis
Anchorage, Alaska, CANADA 
sales@indemnis.com 
www.indemnis.com 
Tel: +650 600 1629

Indonesian National Institute of 
Aeronautics and Space (LAPAN)
Jl. Pemuda Persil No. 1 
Rawamangun, Jakarta Timur, 
13220, INDONESIA 
www.lapan.go.id 
Tel: +62 21 489 4989 Fax: 489 4815
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Zhong Hang Zhi  
Technology (ZHZ)
1st Floor, No.3 Building, 
Shuzigongchang,  
No.5 Jinghai Road, Beijing, 
100176, CHINA 
sale@zhztech.com 
www.zhztech.com 
Tel: +86 10 5638 1688  
Fax: 5638 1699

Zhuhai Yuren  
Agricultural Aviation Co. Ltd
Aviation Industrial Park, Zhuhai City, 
GuangdongSheng, CHINA 
sales1@yuren-aviation.com 
www.yuren-uav.com 
Tel: +86 756 6313 550

Yuneec International
Hongcao Road 461,  
Caohejing Software Building, 
15th Floor, Block B, Xuhui District, 
Shanghai, CHINA 
saleschina@yuneec.com 
www.yuneec.cn 
Tel: +86 400 8207 506

Zala Aero Group
Box 9050, Izhevsk, 
426011, Russia 
info@zala.aero 
www.zala.aero 
Tel: +7 495 66 55 120

The ZALA AERO GROUP is the 
leading Russian developer and 
manufacturer of unmanned 
aerial systems (UAS) since 2004. 
Company engineers developed 
unique solutions and introduced 
standards in the framework 
of geographic/ecological and 
scientific research in harsh 
operating conditions. ZALA AERO 
is the leader in the provision of 
air monitoring services in the 
gas and oil sectors in Russian 
Federation and abroad. Every year 
ZALA AERO UAVs survey more 
than 3 million kilometers of oil 
and gas infrastructure with more 
than 30,000 flights.

Xsens
P.O. Box 559, 7500 AN ENSCHEDE, 
NETHERLANDS 
info@xsens.com 
www.xsens.com 
Tel: +31 88 97367 00 Fax: 97367 01

Xtek
PO Box 333, Fyshwick,  
ACT 2609, AUSTRALIA 
xtek@xtek.net 
www.xtek.net 
Tel: +61 2 6163 5588 Fax: 6280 6518

Yakovlev Design Bureau
Leningradskiy prospekt 68, 
Moscow, 125315, RUSSIA 
okb@yak.ru 
www.yak.ru/eng 
Tel: +7 495 158 3432 Fax: 787 2844

Yamaha Motor
2500 Shingai, Iwata,  
Shizuoka, 438-8501, JAPAN 
www.yamaha-motor.co.jp

Yamaha Motor North America
6555 Katella Ave,  
Cypress, CA 90630, USA 
www.yamaha-motor.com 
Tel: +1 800 962 7926

Yuneec
Unit 2, 181 Victoria Road,  
New Barnet, Herts, EN4 9PA, UK 
sales@yuneec.uk 
www.yuneec.uk 
Tel: +44 208 449 4321

A drone stands by for use during a mission assurance exercise at RAF Mildenhall, England. Mission Assurance Exercise 18-4 was the first 
exercise at the base to feature a drone-related scenario. (Photo: USAF)
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